Hemi-Bernard method: straightforward reconstruction of lower lip after malignant tumor resection.
The Bernard method is a straightforward method for reconstructing lower lip defects after tumor resection. However, this method is difficult to apply when the defect is located on the unilateral side of the lower lip. This report describes the reconstruction of unilateral lower lip defects using a modified Bernard method, which is referred to as the hemi-Bernard method. Three patients (2 male and 1 female; mean defect, 55%) underwent reconstruction using the hemi-Bernard method after lower lip malignant tumor resection. No infection or flap necrosis occurred, and none of the 3 patients had difficulty with oral ingestion. Movement of the orbicularis oris muscle was retained in all patients. The hemi-Bernard method is straightforward and has several advantages, including extension of lower lip length. This method could be useful for reconstructing full-thickness defects located on the unilateral side of the lower lip.